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History and Etymology for gubbins. gubbins, plural of gubbin fragment, paring, alteration of obsolete English gobone gobbet,
portion, from Middle English gobyn, goboun; gubbings, alteration of gubbins. gubbins (???b?nz) n 1. (functioning as singular) an
object of little or no value 2. (functioning as singular) a small device or gadget 3. (functioning as plural) odds and ends; litter or
rubbish 4. (functioning as singular) a silly person [C16 (meaning: fragments): from obsolete gobbon, probably related to gobbet]
ThesaurusAntonymsRelated. A surname used in the UK to 'pass off' or satisfy someone who is pestering you for information.
'Gubbins' is mainly used when individuals need a quick answer to questions they do not wish to entertain. Pulling off the cheap
plastic lens and gubbins from the front of the camera was easy, as was opening up the back and gutting the thing of all the springs
and pulleys and bits of .
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